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Canadians Continue Unopposed

From William Wilson for Combined Press canadian Headquarters ,

Italy,

S eptembe r 5, 1943 *

The Canadians are continuing their unopposed advance up the toe of Italy and

"by dawn were several miles inland* No Canadian soldier has been fired on since

the invasion started and there are only two - known contacts with Germans -88 s
retiring down the road fired unsuccessfully on a landing craft and an

officer with a small ; patrol of Bren and Tommy gunners who met two, German

officers in a Volkeswagon apparently making reconnaissance of demolitions*

The Canadians fired on the Germans who turned the car and dashed away up the

road at high speed without returning fire.

The Canadians met serious demolition where a 70-foot bridge had been blown up

but have not encountered a single mine which Germans usually lay around demolitions

to hamper repair work* The initial landing forces took their own objectives and

those assigned to the following up force.

Canadians simultaneously on patrol found a small town undefended and a larger

force followed up and occupied it. The ether section of the landing force advanced

up "Fort Hill" which twin-peaked two forts which were armed with 11 in* guns*

Despite full supplies of ammunition and food the garrison did not fire a single
shot not even answering the pro-invasion barrage, and surrendered willingly, explain-

ing, like other prisoners, they do not want to fight the Allies and do not propose

to do so.

The British on the flank are making similar progress* One officer said:

"The landing itself is just like coming in at a regatta and the whole thing has

been just a route march since we got ashore". The ferrying proceeded smoothly
with landing craft beaching in Italy, unloading vehicles and men under the direction

of naval officers ashore and returning to Sicily where they load up again before the

next trip.

Loading at the beach from which I left Sicily proceeded like clockwork - landing
craft would come in and drop ramp and vehicles begin moving on under the direction

of a naval lieutenant giving orders to ships through a loudspeaker* and army officers

directing vehicles beachwards and seeing they reached the proper ship.

Germans made several light air attacks on Peggie beaches using four or five

planes on each attack, but did not succeed in hitting any ship*
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